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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Mavis and Harvey are NOT getting along! 

	 Ever since Mavis learned from Harvey that he was, in fact The Muscle, 
Mavis and Harvey have not been getting along. Well actually, Mavis is the 
one who starts all of the problems. However, Harvey is getting annoyed that 
Mavis keeps arguing with him about anything there could be to argue about. 
One time, Mavis even brought her kittens into it. Mavis’s kittens were on a 
fun school trip to an amusement park, and Harvey was one of the 
chaperones. So when Mavis didn’t have quite enough money for all of her 
kittens to get an ice cream cone, Harvey stepped in and said that Mavis 
could have 5 of his dollars to help pay for it. However, Mavis refused and 
ushered her kittens away from the stand, with no ice cream at all. Harvey was 
mad about this, because Mavis’s kittens were close to tears. So, while Mavis 
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was letting her kittens play on a large 
playground, Harvey bought them all ice cream 
and doled it out. Unfortunately, Mavis caught 
him in the act and asked her kittens to stop 
eating the ice cream. But they just ate the rest of 
it before Mavis’s eyes. Harvey made the wise 
choice and disappeared after that. 


	 Mavis was not happy after that incident, 
but she didn’t want to bring her kittens into her 
conflict. So, Mavis made a rash choice. She 
challenged Harvey to a wrestling match, in front 
of Harvey’s family and friends, and her sisters. 
Harvey turned white, and not just his belly fur. If 
he let Mavis win, she would think he had given 
up. But if he fought hard, all the cats watching 
would know something was up. But Harvey was 
not going to let Mavis get away with this. So he 
decided to fight his hardest.But also, Mavis was 
looking very confident. Harvey had seen her 
sometimes, practicing her moves at night and 
Harvey had no doubt at all that the moves were 
perfect counters to his regular ones. So, Harvey 
decided to break out some special moves. 


	 The match started at 9:00 P.M. North was filming, so it started for real. 
Mavis leaped at Harvey, and Harvey rolled under her legs. However, Mavis 
flopped down, and Harvey had just enough time to roll out of the way. Harvey 

charged, and Mavis darted to the left, so 
Harvey went to the right, Mavis stopped, a little 
confused, and that gave Harvey the time to 
kick her in the side after spinning and gaining 
momentum. Mavis charged, and did her 
chubby wipe attack. Harvey somehow grabbed 
her chubby foreleg in the air, and pushed kick 
down. Mavis decided to try her signature move. 
She darted from left to right, and then launched 
a kick at Harvey from the left. However, Harvey 
did the unthinkable. He ducked, grabbed her 

chubby foreleg, and slammed her down. Then, with no sign of effort, Harvey 
threw Mavis out of the ring. And the crowd went wild.


	 Subscribe again to hear more about what happened next!
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 - NORTH, WHO’S SHOCKED
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